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Title word cross-reference

(+1, -1) [CKM87]. (2n,n,λ,1) [EFJ82]. (7,b,r,3,λ|16] [FH88]. (n;k;s;2)
[MLF81]. (θ1−dθ2)θ3 [LGB89]. (v,k,t) [Hwa86]. 2 [KS83, Kur88]. 2(l+1)
[SO85]. 21×21 [CKM87]. 2m [Gho81, GK85, Kuw82, NS86, OS85, SO85]. 2m
[Kuw86]. 2m + m2 [KK88, Kuw88, Kuw87]. 2m × 3n [BI84]. 2m [SF84].
2l + 1 [KK88]. 3 [MI89, SS88b], 3k [KM89], 3m [Kuw81]. 4 [VD89].
4 ≤ m1> + m2 ≤ 6 [Kuw88]. 4q [Daw85]. $68.25$ [Mie82]. 8 [Rok84]. *
[Bjo86, GY85]. − [Kuw87]. 2 [Hab81, HG86]. 1 [DK89, Wu89]. 2 [SD85a]. i
[RMW85]. A [Kag88b, Kuw88, MR89, Mas88]. b ≥ t [CM86a].
BIB(9,18t,8t,4,3t) [KM88]. C [CK84a, GW80, MB85]. χ2 [GCG88]. D
[Gaf82, Jac84b, Lau88, Man89, MK82, PR88, CKM87, KY88, KCS83, KF84]. E
[BI84, Jac86, LJ87]. F [Bar82, BS82, FHM84, Hay89, MLF81, SF84, dL87].
f2(x) [AH84]. F0 [Mie87]. k [Chm81, GM85, JS81a, Mac83]. k > v [JM89]. L
[DK89, EL86, HR88, Sho89, Wu89]. L1 [Mie87]. L2 [Mie87]. L∞ [Mie87]. Lp


7 [CH83b].
Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano89c. auto [Cha89b]. auto- [Cha89b]. autocorrelated [KW89]. Automating [Law88]. automorphisms [SD85a]. autoregressive [Gas88]. Auxiliary [San84, Day85, SS85a]. availability [BK83]. average [BM89b, Wan87].


basic [Gup83]. Bayes [CS84a, DV89, GH83, GY85, GL89, Lia89, Sti82, ZB81, dAV80]. Bayes-P [GY85]. Bayestype [CS84a]. Bayesian [AWW87a, BZ87, BdB82, CL89, DeG88, Kha88, PSS87, Sin87, Tan85]. be [Nab86]. behavior [Tuz82]. Bernoulli [ZB81]. best [BK81, Bau89, GY85, GL89, Muk87]. beta [Wie88a]. better [DE88, Muk84, Ris85]. between [AC89, Bar82, CK86, GLP84, Gil86b, Hud85, KPY83, Kos89, Maj86, Yan88]. Bhaskar [LS84, Seb84, Seb85a]. Bhattacharya [Kha84]. bias [Fun82, Not89, SW85]. bib [Vec84, FH88, HP85, HLT89]. BIBD [Gho82]. binary [GW80, KY88, Yan88, Yeh88]. binomial [BJ88, Gou83, GL89, Lia89, Ris85, Sac82]. bioassay [JJ83]. biomedical [RM88]. Birkhäuser [Bha85]. bivariate [AC89, BE87, SS83c]. Blacksburg [Roh88]. Block [BGH84, Agr87, BDK80, BT85, BT87, BP88, Bak89, BK86c, Cas89, Cat84, CM86a, CC84, DD89, Don87, Fei85, Gaf82, Gno87, Gup83, Gup85b, Gup86, Gup89, Hed84, Jac84a, Jac85, Jac88, JM89, KT80, Kha85, KKL88, Kes86, LJ87, MR89, Mas88, NB85, Puk83, PG88, RFS86, Roe87, Roy82, Sas88, Seb84, Seb85a, aS89, Sin82b, SS85b, SB86, Stu88, Ton81, WO82, Whi89, Yeh88]. blocks [CH83a, CH83b, KM88, RFS86, WO82]. blood [GH89]. blue [Kai89, MB83]. Board [An80d, Ano81b, Ano82b, Ano82c, Ano83d, Ano84c, Ano84d, Ano85c, Ano85f, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano88e, Ano88f, Ano88g, Ano89e, Ano89f, Ano89g]. Bongers [Sid82a]. Book [An80e, Bha85, Flu89a, Flu89b, Mie82, Roh88, Sid82a, Wat82, Yl88].

C [Flu89a, Flu89b, Sid82a]. C3 [Doc88]. calibration
[Oma85a, Oma85b, SD85b]. Call [Ano87c]. Campus [Ano82d]. capture
[Flu89a, Flu89b, Gra89, Mor83, Muk84, Tuz82]. case-control [Gra89]. Catalan
[DN86a, DN86b]. categorical [BdBP82, Bou81, CHT84]. categorisation
[RB85]. Cauchy [Loh85]. causes [RM88]. censored
[AWW87a, Be89b, Che80, GW88, LPY86, Tih80, WB80, Wu87]. censoring
[Ara87, Ara89, BN86, CS80, GV89, MB87, Sen84a, Sri87b]. censorship
[Che89, GSV85, MP88, PR89]. center [Hal86]. centered
[SP89, Wu89]. Certain [Bos86, Car82, DL84b, EW89, Pfa88, Sin82a, iY84].
change-point [CH87c, WS84]. Chao [Geo87], Chaology [Goo89b].
Chaotics [Goo89b]. Characterisation [Dur89]. Characteristic
[Kuw81, Day85, KN88, Poi87]. Characteristics [RFS86, ACR89, BS85].
Characterization [Gov80, Bak89, CRS87, HD89, Hed84, SNS85, SG84].
Characterizations [BM86a, Lin88, Lin98, NS87a, Nag88]. Charlier [MB86].
Chebyshev [Hal86]. chemical [JWM83, Sch87b]. chi [HG86, MB85, Moo84].
chi-square [MB85]. chi-squared [HG86, Moo84]. choice [MSV89]. choices
[FK80]. choosing [Bau89]. Chopra [GK85, NS86]. Chung [Bha85].
cinlar
[Bha85]. class
[Agr87, AE85, BS89, Cal86, CS80, Fei89, GH80, GN85, HM82, Hed84, Moh81, Oma83, PS87, Pei88, RS84, Sas88, SP89, SR82, yS89a, Wie85, Yeh88]. classes
[Sin82a, Zah85]. classical [BM86b, Csa86, SD85b, SB86]. classification
[CD83]. Cliffs [Flu89a]. climatology [Mie82]. cluster [PK83]. clustering
[Flu89a]. codes [HD89, LS81, Tam81]. coding [FW87]. coefficient
[BA82, GG86c, SAM84]. coefficients [BP87, Bor82, CG83, KG89]. coins
[Tos89]. collocated [BEH84]. column [AE85, BS89, EM85, IF88, SNS85].
combinations [BM84, BL86]. Combinatorial
[Sta89, BFPR84]. combinatorics [Men86]. combined [CMS82, Fei85]. Combining
[BD83, BM86b, Zid88]. comment [BP87, Gho89b]. common [CS84b, Nai82].
Company [Mie82]. comparative [Goi88, SG86]. compared [HG86].
comparing [DeG88, CM85, HM88, Jac88, JM89, Stu88]. Comparison
[CF82, GK83a, SD85b, TW86, Bab88, Bea83, CB88, CS84a, EH84, Hec87, HPT84, JT85, PC81]. comparisons
[CP80, Maj86, Not85, SS82b]. competing [RMW85, RM88]. Competitions [Ano86c]. complements
[Mon86]. Complete [CH83a, CH83b, GH80, SFM84, Sin82a, WO82].
complex [CP80]. components
[BM84, CD83, Das89, Flu89b, GK83b, GZ85, Gno87, Pei88]. Compsat’88
[Ano87e]. computability [Weg88]. computable [Oma83]. Computer
[Flu89a, Hjo89]. concepts [Bha84b]. concerning [FK80, Kuw86, May87].
concomitants [CC89]. concurrence [RG81, SS88b]. condition
[BP88, Bj86, Nab86, Y84]. conditional [Bab88, Nag86a]. conditionality
[Bha84b]. Conditioning [Bha89]. Conditions
[BT87, Har88, JS80, Jac85, Jac89, MM87, Rou89]. conference [Ano82d]. Confidence
[LGB88, LGB89, Chi80, CS88, GSV85, GSV88, GV89, KSY82, LB89, Mes87].
confounded [Gho89a]. conjecture [May87]. connected [BT85, Kag88b].
Connectedness [Kag82, Kag86, Moh81]. connection [CK86].
consistencies [Pra85]. Consistency
[Cli89, Lia87, Pfa88, Bjo86, CM86c, Jur80, LP86, Sid82b]. Consistent
[Whi87]. constants [PS84a]. Constrained [Lee88]. constraint [Ris85].
constraints [Kur88, SMK88, Wie85]. constructed [yS89b]. constructing
[BDK80, BK86c, CS89, CK84a]. Construction
[Agr87, CCM89, Gho89a, Muk81, Roy82, Roy88, WK87, AE85, Ash81, CH82,
Daw85, Ecc80, Kag85, KF84, Law88, Lj87, MLF81, PS88, Pay81, Sch87a,
Sch89a, Sch89b, Tam81, Kag89]. constructions [BT85, CC84, Str84].
consuming [Sri87b]. contaminacy [Vs86]. contamination [Vs86].
contiguous [HRS88]. contingency [Gil86b, MB85]. continuation
[Sko88, Sko89]. continuous [Bar86]. contrast [Cha88a, Cha89a]. Control
[GW88, Cox81, DR82, Gra89, GM85, HM88, HPT84, JM89, Not85, SW85,
Stu88]. Controlled [BM89a, BM89b]. Controlling [FW87]. Convergence
[EW89, Lia89, Bos86, CR82, DK89, Geo87, Har88, KP87b, Mac83, Ruy89,
Sin81, Wu87]. coordinates [BD83]. Cornelis [Ylv81]. correcting [HD89].
Correction [Sch89a]. correlated [Cam84, PC81]. correlation
[BA82, GG86c, KG89, TL87]. correspondence [Tho84]. corresponding
[RM89]. Corrigendum [Oma85a]. cost [Tay89]. counter [Goo87c].
counter-intuitive [Goo87c]. counterfeit [Tos89]. counting [Mau85].
countries [Ano86c]. coupling [DKPS88]. covariance
[CC89, CP80, Hay86, Khu89, Pre87, Ven81]. covariate
[Hec87, Tro82a, Tro82b, Wie85]. covariates [Nae89]. covering
[Muk84, RS84]. coverings [KS83, Vec84]. Cox [Sen84a, Sen84b]. Cramér
[Kha80, Mör83, Sim80]. Cramér-Rao [Kha80, Mör83, Sim80]. Criteria
[BP88, BB82, BM86b, GK83a, Pay81]. criterion
[Cha88b, Moh81, Pre87, SM82]. crossings [SS83a]. cubic
[CK86, Mik89, Not81]. curve [BD88, Che89, JJ83, Kub89, SS86b].
Cybernetics [Ano80c]. cycles [SD86]. Cyclic
[Tro82a, Agr87, CC84, DL80, SFM84]. cylinders [FM88].
D [KM89, Mik89]. D-optimality [KM89]. D-optimum [Mik89]. damaged
[GR82]. Data [DR82, AWW87a, BT87, BdB82, Bel89b, BJ89, Bou81,
Cam84, CHT84, Choi89, EH83, GW88, GL88, Gho82, Gil86b, KY88, MS89,
PS87, SS88a, Sin85, WB80, Wu87, Flu89a, Ylv81]. data-driven [MS89].
Data-swapping [DR82]. dealing [Doc88]. death [RM89]. December
[Ano82h, Ano83i]. decision [DN88, Doc88, GH80, Zid88]. decrement
[Ga83]. Dedication [Ano85d]. defective [HX87]. defectives
[AS85, WR87]. degrees [Fra80]. demand [LKM80]. Deming [BZ87].
Density [Y84, Fed89, Gup82, HG85, Kha80, KW88, Mac83, MPS84, MS89,
OV85, PK83, Pra85, Ruy89, Sin81]. dependence [Rou89]. dependent
[Che89]. derivative [OV85, Pra85]. derivatives [MP84, Sin81]. derived
[SO85]. deriving [Fun82]. Design
[CB88, Jai81, CL89, Cha88a, Cha89a, EK81, EM85, Fed89, Gho89b, Hec87, Hed84, Kai89, MB83, Mik89, Moo88, MK82, Nac89, Páž89, Puk83, Roe87, Roy82, Sár82, SW85, SM85, Tho84, WO82, Wie88b]. Designing [San81].

Design [SD85a, SS85c, Yan88, AP83, Agr87, AC89, AT80, AE85, Ash81, BS89, BGH84, BDK80, BT85, BT87, BP88, Bak89, BK86c, BP80, BI84, Bou81, BI86, Bus81, BFP84, But85, Cal86, CS89, Cas89, Cat84, CK84a, CM86a, CCM89, CKM87, CH87a, CM86b, CC84, CH82, CH83b, CL87, DD89, DL80, Don87, Ecc80, EH84, EFJ82, FH88, Fel89, FH88, GA85, Gho89a, Gho89b, GW80, GPW87, Gno87, Gup83, GN85, Gup85a, Gup85b, GR85, Gup86, Gup89, HD89, HK80, Hed84, HP85, HMS88, HL89, Hud83, Iac85, IF88, JWM83, Jac84a, Jac84b, Jac85, Jac86, Jac88, JM89, Jac89, Joh81, KT80, KT81, Kag82, KHS3, Klag85, Kag86, Klag88, Kag89, KKL88, Kes86, KY88].

designs [Kha82, KM88, KM89, KC83, KF84, Kra85, Kuw81, Kuw82, Kuw86, Kuw87, KK88, KN88, Kuw88, LS84, Lau88, LJ87, Lee88, LN82, Lon81, Lon86, Maj86, Man89, MR89, Mas88, MB89, MMR84, Moh81, Moo88, Mor84, Muk81, MR85, MB88, NB85, NS86, Not81, Not82, Not85, Not89, OS85, PSS85, PR83, PR85, PR88, Pse84, PP87, Puk80, Puk83, PG88, RFS86, Ram82, RS84, Roy88, SS87, Sas88, SP81, SS86a, Sch87b, Seb84, Seb85a, SM87, SO85, SD82, Sin82b, SN83, SS83d, SS85b, SS88b, Spr85, Spr87, SAM84, SB86, Sri87b, Stu88, yS89b, Ton81, Tro82a, Tro82b, Vec84, WR87, Whi89, Wie85, WK87, Yeh88, dl87]. detecting [BK89, ZB81]. detection [Bel84]. determinant [CKM87, PR85].
determination [Gup82, Mar87, TL87, Sid82a]. Determining [AS85, RM87].
determinism [Weg88], developing [Ano86c]. deviation [Wu87].
diagnostic [Pay81]. Diagnostics [Car88]. dichotomous [TW86].
dictionary [Rot86]. difference [AC89, Hud85, Kos89, LGB88, Mie87, dl87].
differences [AA86, Bos86, yS89b]. different [Fra80]. dimension [Sta89].
dimensional [SB86, YMO87]. dimensions [Hud83]. directed [Bil85, NS85, NS87b]. disclosure [Cox81, DR82]. discontinuous [JS81b].
discounted [BM89a]. discrete [GG81, Hor85, KS82, Nag82, Nag86a, Nag86b, Nag88, Zel88]. discriminant [Amo86, CG83]. discrimination [McC86, Sch84, Yan88, YMO87]. discussed [BZ87]. Discussion [Ano89d, And88, Ano86j, Ano89q, Gho88, Roh88].
disease [GH89]. dispersion [SG84]. disproportionate [MH84].
distinguishing [RFS86]. distributed [Mus87]. Distribution
[RG81, AK87, BK86b, BM87, Ber80, CRS87, Ebr86, GsvR88, GG86b, Gov80, HS86, Kap88, LP88b, MB86, OZ84, Rot86, SS83a, Shi89, Wan87, Wat83, Wie88a, Zah85]. Distribution-free [RG81, GG86b]. distributional [RM87].

Distributions
[SK85, AW87b, BlB85, BE88, Bel89b, BJ88, BK83, Cha86, CS84b, CS80, CW89, Hay89, Hor85, Jos82, Kha84, KK89, KS82, Lin88, Lin89, Mör83, NS87a, Nag88, OV85, Pre82, SS82a, SAU83, Sha89, SM86, Sin87, Wef86, YM89, Zel88]. disturbances [SC85]. divergence [NS85, NS87b, Tan87]. divisible [AP83,

EA [Daw85]. easily [Oma83]. Edgeworth [DHK87, PS84a, PS84b]. Edited [Roh88]. Editorial [Ano83c, Sri80, Ano80d, Ano81b, Ano82b, Ano82c, Ano83d, Ano84c, Ano84d, Ano85e, Ano85f, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano88e, Ano88f, Ano89e, Ano89f, Ano89g]. Editors [Bha85, Mie82, Ylv81]. effect [Mik89, Muk81, PR85, PR88, RB85, SN83, yS89a]. effect-wise [Muk81].

dependent [Kha88]. effects [CH82, Kuw86, KK88, MH84, Roe87]. efficiencies [Gup86]. Efficiency [ACR89, AK88, BDK80, BS82, BR86, CC89, EH84, Hab81, Kag88b, Kha81, Stu88]. efficiency-balanced [BDK80]. Efficient [SS88a, AE85, Kal85, Pay81, SS85a, Sri87b]. EGD [CH87a]. EGD-PBIB [CH87a]. Eidgenössische [Ano82d]. eigenvalues [Gas88]. Eisenhart [KKL88]. elements [Bil85, Kes86]. elimination [Bau89]. elliptical [Hay86, Hay89]. elliptically [KP87a]. Elsevier [Mie82]. Embedding [Mon86, SFM84]. Empirical [GH83, PSSZ87, Sti82, DV89, Fel89, GL89, LP88b, Lia89, Pou87, dAV80]. employing [VM83]. empty [Khu89]. English [Rot86]. enumeration [Ges86, Nie86, SS83c]. enumerative [KM86]. ensembling [Goo89a]. enzyme [Sha86]. epidemiologic [RMW85, RM88]. equality [BA82, Cam84, Chm81, CP80, KG89]. equation [Ang82]. Equineighbourhood [IF88]. equiprobable [HG86]. equireplicate [MB88]. Equivalence [Pra85, BB82, DK89, aS89, SS85b, Wie89]. equivalent [GK83a]. Error [PL88, BLT89, FG85, HD89, MH84, Oma85a, Oma85b, SM86, Vis86, Wie88a, Woo84]. error-correcting [HD89]. errors [CHT84]. Essential [Kal87]. essentially [GH80]. establishing [JS80]. Estimability [OC84, BM84]. estimate [Ahm83, DR85, DK89, Geo87, Hal86, KP87b]. Estimated [LB89, Ano86, Gou83, Hud85, Ko89]. estimates [AW87a, BL84, CR82, Chi86, Fei85, GCG88, GKV85, GK80, Loh85, Mac83, MPS84, Pra85, Tse86]. Estimating [Bar86, Ebr86, FS89, Gup84, SAU83, Dur89, GH89, Kal87, Man89, PK83, Tay89]. Estimation [CD83, CW83, CS80, Das89, DN84, Fra80, FG85, GH89, GLP84, HSB86, MB87, SK89, Sin85, SBL1, YMS9, AC89, Ara87, Ara89, AH84, BK81, BIl85, Bel89a, Bel89b, BD83, Böh85, BM86b, Car82, CKB84b, Cha88b, Che89, EW89, Fum82, GD88, GKB83b, Gno87, GT89, Gra89, GR80, HHL84, Iac85, Kap88, Kha88, KC81, Lia89, MSV89, MW87, Muk82, PSSZ87, PR89, Pru86, Rao81, Ron88, Ron89, Ruk88, Sah80, Sär82, SS88a, Sin81, SN89, Sin87, Tah89, Weg84, yY84, Zel88, Flu89b]. Estimative [JG85]. estimator [ACR89, BS85, BD88, CSS4a, DV89, GV88, Kal85, KC81, LPY86, Mar87, Nai82, Oma85a, Oma85b, PL88, Ram82, SD85b, SC85]. Estimators [Wan87, BM86a, BM88, BLT89, BR86, BB82, BPS87, BH89, CF82, CII89, CRS87, HJ81, JS81b, Kha84, KP87a, Kla89, KW88, Oma83].
OV85, Pfa88, Ruy89, Sch87a, Sch89a, Sim80, SR82, Tik80, VM83].
evaluated [LP88b]. even [Gup89]. event [BB87]. evidence [DK88]. exact
[Alb85, CP80, CLS87, MK82, Oma85a, Oma85b, PL88]. exchange [Fed89].
excluding [HRS88]. Existence [BT85, Ku88, SP81, Tse86, dL84a].

Expansion [Shi89, DHK87, PS84a]. expansions [Mes87, PS84b].

expectation [BE88]. expected [LGB88, LGB89, SS82a, SC83].
experiences [Wat82]. experiment [AT80]. experimental
[EC80, GLP84, GPW87, GR85, Páez89, Wie85, Woo84]. experiments
[Bea83, CL89, Cha88a, Cha89a, CB88, EH84, FP82, Gho81, Gho89a, Gup85b,
Lew82, Mil88, Nac89, OS85, San81, SNS85, Sin82a, SW85, Ze88].


Exploratory [SM85, Ylv81]. exponential [Ara87, Ara89, BB82, CW89,
Ebr86, GSV85, Jos82, Kha84, Muk84, Muk87, RB85, Sha89]. exponentiality
[Ang82, PS87]. exposure [Gar83]. expressions [Fun82]. extended [Gup88].
extension [GT89, Jos89, Shi82]. extrapolation [HS88]. extreme
[HSB86, Lo89]. extreme-value [HSB86].

F17 [Jos89]. F18 [Kag89]. F19 [Gho89b]. F20 [Goo89b]. F3
[BP87, Geo87]. F6 [Goo87a]. F7 [Goo87b]. F8 [Goo87c]. factor
[GA85, PR83, San81]. Factorial
[Joh81, AT80, CCM89, EH84, Gho81, GK85, Gho89a, Gho89b, Gup85b,
HD89, Kuw81, Kuw82, Kuw86, Kuw87, KK88, KN88, Kuw88, Lew82, Moo88,
Mor84, Muk81, MB88, NS86, OS85, PR83, PR88, Roe87, SAM84].

Factorial-balance [Joh81]. factorials [CM86b, SO85]. factors
[EK81, Ku89]. failure [PS87, Wan87]. Fallacies [Jos89]. Families
[Bus81, BIB85, KT81, Pfa88]. family
[BB82, BK89, HK83, Mor83, SAU83, Sha89]. February
[Ano85i, Ano88m, Ano89m]. few [AU89, SAU83, Wo82]. fields [Sri86].

Finitelli [Jos89]. finite
[Bel89a, Gil85, Hor89, KS83, Mon86, Rob85, SSP87, SK89, Tho84, VM83].

First [Gas88, MK82]. First-order [Gas88]. Fisher
[BP88, LP86, Lia87, SYT81]. fit
[AU89, Ang82, Bel84, GCG88, JT85, KS82, LaR86, Moo84, WK87]. Fitting
[AL84, Tay89]. Five [Tos89]. Fixed [GSV85, CS88, GV89, Mes87, Nac89].

fixed-width [CS88, GV89]. flats [SAM84]. fluctuations [Cha86]. fold
[PR85]. fold-over [PR85]. forecasting [Wat82]. forecasts [Ven81].

Foreword [Sri86, Sr87a, Sr88]. forms [RM87]. formula
[Cs86, HM82, Oma85a, Oma85b]. formulas [Hay82a, Tak86]. forum
[An88, An86j, An89q, Gho88, Rob88]. Forward [An84e]. Four
[Bro84, Don87, Hud83, MB86]. four-parameter [MB86]. fourth
[Kos89, An82d]. fractional [CCM89, FS89, Kuw81, Kuw82, Kuw86, KW87,
KK88, KN88, Kuw88, NS86, PR83]. free [GG86b, RG81]. frequency
[Hab81]. full [SM82]. fully [Mar87]. function
[AWW87a, AL84, Amo86, BH89, CB86, DHK87, Dur89, GG86a, GK80, Kos89,
LP86, Lia87, MPS84, MW87, OV85, PR89, SAU83, Sin87, Wan87, Weg84.

functional [Ang82, Chi80]. functional [Bab89]. functions [BK86a, Bel89a, CK84b, Cha88b, HG85, Hay89, JS81b, Kal87, Kha80, LP88a, LP88b, Oma83, Pou87, Sär82, Zah85]. Further [MMR84, Sob86, Jac88, SG84]. future [Sri86]. fuzzy [GCG88, Ovc88].

Galois [Vec84]. gambler [Gup84]. gamma [Shi89]. Gauss [BM88, BP89]. Gaussian [Amo86, MB87, PW85, Sti82].


Godambe [Ano89d]. Good [Roh88, GH83]. Goodness [Ang82, AU89, Bel84, GCG88, JT85, KS82, LaR86]. Goodness-of-fit [Ang82, AU89, Bel84, LaR86]. Gordon [Ano80c]. Gould [Cha86]. Graig [Goo87a]. graph [CF82, Fra80, Jac89, Now89]. graph-size [CF82].

graphical [FH88]. graphs [Ton81]. Gray [LS81]. Group [GPW87, HX87, Zid88, AP83, BP80, BFPR84, DV89, GH89, Gil85, Gup88, Jac84b, KT81, Kagi85, LJ87, Lon86, PS88, SP81, Seb84, SN83, WR87].

group-divisible [SN83]. grouped [Gil86b]. grouping [KS82]. growth [BD88, Kub89, SS86b].


Honggerberg [Ano82d]. Hook [AA86]. Horvitz [Ram82, Rao83]. hybrid [Ebr86]. hypergeometric [WR87]. hyperplanes [KK89]. hypotheses [CS84b, EL86, Hor89]. hypothesis [Hay86, Wie88a].

increasing [San84, Wan87]. independent [DORG83, GH88, PC81]. independent-samples [PC81].

Index

[Ano83c, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano87a, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano88h, Ano89b, Ano89c]. Indirect [TL87]. individual [EK81, FW87]. inequality [CM86a, KK89, Mór83]. Inference [Bel84, CH83b, MP88, Oma85a, Ruk83, Sch89a, SS83b, SG86, Cha89b, Cue88, FM88, Goi88, aS89, Sin82a]. Inferences [FK80, MB85]. inferential [RM88, SSP87]. infinite [Clí89]. influence [CR82, JJ83, JG85]. Information [FP82, Bha89, CG83, FW87, Kuw81, KN88, NS85, NS87b, Páz89, Puk80, SS85a, VM83]. initiate [LKM80]. insight [Tan85]. inspection [BZ87]. integral [AH84]. inter [Fei85]. inter-block [Fei85]. interacting [SNS85]. Interaction [Gup86, KKL88, MH84, SM87]. interactions [San81]. interesting [Kuw86, KK88]. international [Ano82d]. interpersonal [FK80]. interpolation [Spr87]. intersections [Seb82].

interval [Mes87]. intervals [CS88, GSV85, GSVR88, GV89, KSY82, LGB88, LGB89, RMW85]. intra [Fei85, Wie85]. intra-class [Fei85]. intraclass [KG89].

Introduction [WS88]. intuitive [Goo87c]. Invariance [Bab89, PRJ83, PR88]. Invariant [BP89, Amo85a, Oma85b, Sah80, SD85b, SB81].


J [Flu89b, Roh88, Sch89a]. Jack [Ano85k, Srip85b]. jackknife [KC81]. Jain [Flu89a]. January [Ano84h, Ano85g, Ano88j, Ano89j]. Jenkins [Wat82].

Journal [CH83b, Oma85a, Srip86]. JSPI [Srip85c]. July [Ano84g, Ano88q, Ano89o]. June [Ano83a, Ano89i].


Nonnegativity [GKZ85]. Nonparametric
[Che89, CH87c, DN86a, GG86a, Rou88, SS82b, WS84, Bha84a, CS88, Pfa88, Sch89b, SP89, Sin81, Weg84, Whi87]. nonregular [Kha80, Mör83]. nonresponse [BdBP82]. nonsingularity [KW85]. nonsymmetric [SM86]. nonuniform [Wu89]. normal
[Ahm83, AC89, Bar82, BD83, Che80, CS84b, CRS87, DV89, GG86c, GM85, HM83, LB89, Muk82, Nai82, OC84, OZ84, RJD83, Sch84, SR82, SC85]. normality [Alb85, BR85, Bos86, HR88, JSV87, LaR86, Lo89, Now89, Woo84].

North [Flu89b]. North-Holland [Flu89b].

Note
[Mör83, AH84, Bab88, CA89, CA89, DD89, Flu85, Geo87, Hay82b, Jos82, Kaga88b, Kha81, Kha82, KPG87a, LP86, Lo89, Nag86a, Rao81, Sch87a, Sch89a, SM82, SM82, Tam81, Tay89]. notice [Ano83e]. November [Ano89n]. nuisance [Bak89, Bel84, Bha89, CK84b, KPP87]. null [Wie88a]. number [Bj085, DN88, Fra80, Gup89, Mor84, SMK88]. Numerical [Böh85].

-o-mixing [Har88]. observation [Whi89]. observations
[Bar82, CCM89, GG86a, GR82, GCG88, KM89, MK82, PC81]. obtained
[Ano82f, Ano83g, Ano84k, Ano89k]. official [Ano85f]. Olkin [CW89]. One
[CM88, CD83, GK83a, Gov84, LX87, Jur80, SS82b, Wie88b]. One-sample
[CM88, Gov84]. one-way [CD83, SS82b, Wie88b]. ones [RJD83]. opinion
[DeG88]. opinions [Zid88]. Optimal [Bel89a, BI86, CL89, Cha88a, Cha89a, Fed89, Gil85, GG86c, JMI89, Kha88, LaR86, Maj86, Muk82, Not85, Not89, PP87, Roe87, SM87, SS83d, Spr87, TSO87, TM84, BG84, Bm84, COMM89, CMK87, CLS87, Dur89, Fcl89, Ga82, Glo80, Hed84, HM88, Hor88, Hor89, HPT84, Kal87, KY88, KC83, KP84, Kra85, Kuw82, Kuw88, Lau89, LJR87, Lee89, Man89, MR89, Mas88, MJO82, MRO85, Nai86, NS86, PR88, RBO85, Roy82, Sen84a, SO85, Spr85, Tam81, Tos89, Wie88b, WK87, Yeh88, YMO87, SS86a]. Optimality
[GR82, MB83, SS88b, SW85, BS89, Cha88b, CA83, CMS82, EK81, GR85, Hay82b, JS80, JWM83, Jac84b, Jac85, Jac86, Jac89, KM89, MB89, PR85, PES84, Puk83, RS84, SM82, Tah89, Jac89]. optimization
[Fed89]. Optimum [CG83, Wie85, GK85, Man89, Mij89, WR87]. Order
[Bel89b, AS85, AK87, AU89, Aaro89, ABG84, BK86b, Bmp84, Bro84, CP84, Chi86, CMS82, Gas88, Gov80, Gov84, GG81, HD83, HJS81, JOS82, KPY83, Kos89, LP88a, Lin88, Sin89, MLF81, MK82, Nag82, Nag86a, Nag86b, NS87a, Nag88, Not82, Riß85, SAU83, Sch89b, SFM84, SK85, Tah89, ZdK81]. ordered
[GG86b, Sac82]. Orderings [Tor84, GPW87, ZdK81].

Organization [Sri85c]. orientation [Pre82]. orthogonal [FHM84, GN85, Kaga88a, KW85, Kuw86, KK88, MLF81, Muk81, SFM84, yS89a, dL87]. other
[Goo87b]. outliers [GK85, KK89, PL89, dAV80]. Overall
[MR89, RM88]. ovoids [Vec84].
P [GY85, Ylv81].  Pages
[Ano80e, Ano80f, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano81e, Ano81f, Ano82h, Ano82f, Ano82e, Ano82g, Ano82i, Ano82j, Ano83i, Ano83j, Ano83h, Ano83g, Ano83f, Ano84i, Ano84h, Ano84g, Ano84j, Ano84i, Ano84k, Ano85h, Ano85j, Ano85i, Ano85g, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ano86i, Ano87h, Ano87i, Ano88m, Ano88j, Ano88q, Ano88p, Ano88k, Ano88n, Ano88i, Ano88o, Ano89m, Ano89j, Ano89i, Ano89c, Ano89p, Ano89i, Ano89n, Ano89k, Ano89h].  paired
HG86, Jos89, KGN85, MPS84, ZB81. probing [Men86]. problem
[BdBP82, BJV89, CH87c, Gup84, Oma85a, Oma85b, RG81, Wat86, WS84].
problems [Bel84, BM86b, Pes84, SS88a, Seb85b, Sin82a]. procedure
[Bau89, Goo90a, Tan85, Tos80, YC80]. Procedures
[Sac82, NZ87, Bjo86, CH87b, GW88, GH80, GY85, JS81b, Kub89, LB89,
Muk82, Muk84, Muk87, RM88, WS84, ZB81]. process
[Hor89, FW85, ZdR83]. processes
[Bha85, Fin88, Gar83, Mau85, Pou87, Sta88, Sth82]. product
[GV88, Gup83, KPY83, Lin89]. product-limit [GV88]. Professors
[Ano89d]. profile [Bha84a]. Projective [EFJ82]. proof [FH88]. proper
[Jac84a]. Properties
[Gar83, SC85, Weh86, Aic83a, BD88, BH89, CMS82, Gas82, GR87, Gov80,
GK80, Gup87, LP88a, LP88b, LPY86, MMR84, Pou87, Puk83, SG84, Sta89].
property [ABGZ84, GR83, GS81, HM86, Jae86, KM86, Loh85, MR85,
Nag86a, SP81, SS83d]. proportional [DN84, KGN85, PR89]. proportions
[Can84]. Proschan [Bha87, May87]. PS [Ram82]. Pseudo [Chi80, Mon86].
pseudo-complements [Mon86]. publication [Wat82]. Publications
[Ano85k]. published [Ano85k]. Publishers [Ano80c]. Publishing
[Mie82, Ylv81].

Quadratic [GK83b, Gno87, YMO87, GKZ85, Man89, PP87]. quadrics
[Cas89]. quadrilaterals [Mon86]. Qualitative [Cue88]. quantal [JJ83].
quantile [LPY86, SAU83]. quantiles [GSvR88, GV88, GV89, HSB86].
quantitative [EH83]. quasi [GT89, SS87]. quasi-likelihood [GT89].
quasi-residual [SS87]. Quasicyclic [NS87b]. quest [DL84b]. question
[Seb82]. question-sets [Seb82].

R [Bha85, Flu89b]. random [Ara87, Ara89, BJ88, Cha86, GSV85, GR87,
GR85, KW85, KS82, LP88b, Mus87, Nie86, PR89, Rao83, Roe87, Rou88,
Sed85b, SS83a, Sen84a, SK85, SN89, SW85, Sta88]. Randomization
[Jos88, WO82, GS87, Kii89, PRJ83, PR88, Weh86]. randomized
[Bou81, CA89, EH83, Kii89, MB89, SK89]. Randomly [Sho89].
randomness [Weg88]. range [SS82a, SC83]. Rank
[CP84, Alb85, Bak89, BN86, Chi86, DR85, Gov84, Har88, Hod88, Nab86,
PS84a, PS84b, PW85, RF84, Sen84a, SK85, SM86, SM82, Ton81, Wu87, Wu89].
Rank-order [CP84, Chi86]. Ranked [Che83, Shi82, YC80]. ranking
[ZdK81]. ranks [AS89]. Rao
[Flu89b, Kag88a, LS84, Seb85a, Kha80, Mór83, Sim80]. rare [GH89].
Rate [Jur80, Mac83, AWW87a, Gar83, KP87b, MH84, PS87, Rou89, Wan87].
Rates [Wu87, Bos86, EW89, Gou83, Lia89]. ratio
[Fun82, GD88, Gov84, Hay82b, Iac85, KC81, LGB89, Rao81, Tay89]. ratios
[BI86]. re [GR87]. re-pairing [GR87]. recapture [Zel88]. record [ZdK81].
recovering [GG86a]. rectangle [FH84]. rectangular [Man89, yS89b].
Recurrence [KPY83]. Recursive [CC84, Ecc80, KW88, MPS84, Pra85].
redundant [De 87]. referee [Ano85a, Ano87a, Ano88a, Pur86, Pur89]. Reference [Flu89a]. regarding [BP87]. region [Man89]. regions [Chi80, Sko88, Sko89]. regressing [BP87, Bor82]. Regression [EL86, AL84, BP87, Bor82, CR82, CL89, CP84, Chi86, Cli89, CLS87, CM86c, DK89, DORG83, Dyk81, Flu85, Geo87, Goo89a, Gra89, GK80, GR85, GH88, Hod88, Iac85, Kap88, Kra85, KP87b, LN82, MB87, Mie87, Not81, Not89, OC84, OZ84, Pes84, Pil86, PP87, Ruk80, PS84a, RG81, Ruk88, Sär82, Sch89b, Sen84a, Sen84b, SG84, SC85, Tay89, Ven81, Whi87, Wie85, Wie88b, Wie89, Woo84]. regressions [Nag88]. regressive [Cha89b]. Regular [Seb84, BK86c, Bus81, Jac89, SN83]. Regularity [MM87, iY84]. rejective [CH87b]. related [SK85, SS85b, Vec84, ZdK81]. relating [Jos89]. relations [HJ81, KPY83]. relationship [Chi80]. Relationships [EK81, Lin88, SG86]. relative [EH84, Hab81, SB86]. Reliability [De 87, AWW87a, AWW87b, Gup82, Gup87, May87, RM87, Sin87]. remarks [CRS87, McC86, Riis85]. repair [BK83, Bha87]. repeated [Bil85, CR82, CH82, FG85, KM88, RFS86, Rob85, Roy88, SM87, SS82b]. replications [BT85]. representation [YMO87]. representations [CS88, GV88]. required [Gou83]. Resampling [BJV89]. research [Ovc88]. Residual [Mus87, Ahm83, BK89, CH82, Gup87, MMR84, SS87]. residuals [DORG83]. resolution [BI84, CCM89, Gho80, GK85, GN85, Kuw81, Kuw82, Kuw86, Kuw87, KK88, KN88, Kuw88, NS86]. resolution-IV [GN85]. Resolvable [Rok84, AT80, Sas88, SD82, dL87]. resources [SSP87]. respect [BK86a, Vis86]. response [AP83, Bou81, CA89, EH83, Gou83, Kos89, Man89, SK89, TW86, Tse86, Yan88]. responses [Hud85]. restricted [BM86a, Bel89b, GR80, Nie86, Sen84b]. restrictions [BP89, Pil80]. resulting [Gho89b, Moo88]. Results [HLT89, Amo86, Bha87, CA85, Jac88, SS85b, Vec84, YMO87]. Review [Ano80c, Bha85, Flu89a, Flu89b, Mie82, Roh88, Sid82a, Wat82, Ylv81]. rewards [BM89b]. Richard [Flu89a]. ridge [Woo84]. right [MP88]. right-censorship [MP88]. risk [Oma83, RM88]. risks [RMW85]. Robust [Car82, Hec87, Iac85, Kap88, LN82, Pes84, Zel88, HM88, HS88, KSY82, SM86, Tan85, Tik80, Whi89]. Robustness [Gho82, Tik80, BT87, Cue88, Gho80, GR83, GK85, MB89, Spr85]. Ronald [Ylv81]. rotatable [Hud83]. rotation [Bel89a, Jai81]. row [AE85, BS89, EM85, IF88, SN88]. row-column [AE85, BS89, EM85, IF88, SN88]. RSRR [RMW85]. ruin [Csá68, Gup84]. rule [BM86b, KW88, PL88]. rules [GH83, HPT84, Sti82]. run [BM89b, CM88]. runs [Mor84].

S [Mie82, Roy82, Bau89, JS80]. Sabatier [Ano82k]. Sample [Gou83, AM89, BN86, BJV89, BH89, Che80, CM88, Day85, FS89, GR87, Gov84, HJ81, Jai81, JS81a, Jur80, Mar87, RG81, RF84, SS82a, SC83, SN89, Sko88, Sko89, Wat83]. samples [Bha84a, FS89, JSV87, LPY86, PC81, Ruk83, SN89, Tik80, iY84]. Sampling [AC89, HRS88, SS83c, ACR89, BS85, BZ87, Bel81, BR86, Bel89a,
[LKM80]. Speed [Sin81]. spheres [FM88, Ruy89]. spherical [Chm81]. spherically [Wie88a]. splines [Car88, MW87]. split [Roe87]. split-plot [Roe87]. spread [Kla89]. square [BLT89, MB85, Pra85]. Squared [PL88, EL86, HG86, Moo84, Oma85a, Oma85b]. squares [Bai88, BK81, BL84, Cis89, LGB88, LGB89, MLF81, Pes84, SFM84, Whi87, dL87].

SRGD [Kag89]. Srivastava [GK85, NS86]. stability [KC81]. stage [BR86, Jai81, Kuh89, Mar87, Muk84, Muk87]. stand [De 87]. stand-by [De 87]. standard [FG85, Jac88]. Standardization [Sid82a]. Statist [Sch89a]. statistic [Fei85, MB85, Wie88a]. Statistical [And88, Ano86j, Ano89q, CH83b, Gas82, Gho88, Mau85, Oma85a, Tan87, CF82, CK84b, Cha88b, Cox81, Goo87b, Mic86, aS89, WS84, Ylv87, dL87]. statisticians [Ano86c]. Statistics [Flu89b, AK87, AU89, Ano86f, ABGZ84, AGLS84, Bab89, BK86b, BM87, BK89, Bha89, CS88, DR85, EL86, FW87, Gov80, GG81, Har88, HR88, JSV87, Jos82, KKL88, KPY83, LP88a, Lin88, Lin89, Nag82, Nag86a, Nag86b, NS87a, Nag88, Nie86, Now89, Pre82, PS84a, PS84b, PW85, Rü85, RF84, SAU83, SK85, SP89, Sho89, Tü80, Wu89].

[Alb85, AU89, Bar82, BS82, BE87, BB82, BK89, BR85, BA82, Ebr86, Fei85, GW88, GG86b, Hab81, Hay82b, HM88, Jac88, JM89, JS81a, Kha81, Nab86, PSSZ87, PC81, SD85b, Sid82b, Stu88, Tlk80, Vis86, Wie88a, WK87].

testimony [Zab88]. Testing
[BA82, Cam84, CS84b, CW89, GR85, Klu89, KG89, Bau89, BFPR84, CR82, CH87b, GH89, Gi85, HSB86, Hay86, HX87, RB85, Sen84b, Sri87b, WR87].

Tests
[Chi86, Gut87, AK88, Ang82, BN86, CG83, CP84, Chm81, CP80, CMS82, CM88, CH87c, DN86a, EL86, GCG88, GG86c, Gov84, GM85, HM83, Hod88, Hor88, JCT85, Jur80, KK89, KS82, LaR86, MH84, MP88, Moo84, PS87, RG81, Sen84a, SS83b, Sha89, Sko88, Sko89, SS82b, Woo84, Wu87]. th
[Pra85, ZdK81]. their [BFPR84, Gup87]. them [SD86]. theorem
[DK89, GW80, Wie89]. theorems [SP89]. Theory [SAM84, BJ88, Che83, DL80, Gar83, NS85, NS87b, Puk83, Shi82, Wat83, Web86]. there
[Car82, Mie87]. third [Hud83]. third-order [Hud83]. thirty [DL84b].

Thompson [Ano89d, Rams2, Rao83]. Three
[Muk87, Gup85a, JT85, Roe87, Sch84, Seb84, Seb85a, Sko88, Sko89]. three-factorial [Roe87]. Three-stage [Muk87]. three-way [Gup85a]. ties
[Bea83, GG81]. Tiku [Tan85]. time
[Ara87, Ara89, Ch84b, CS80, GSV85, Sri87b, Wat82]. time-consuming
[Sri87b]. times [Gov84]. total [Bar86]. Toulouse [Ano82k]. trades [Hwa6a]. transformation [Alb85, SYT81, Tay89]. transformations [CP80]. transversal [DL87]. treatment [BT85, Hec87, Jac88, Kha80, Not85]. treatment-control [Not85]. treatments
[HM88, Jac88, JM89, Maj86, SNS85, Stu88]. trend [Bel81]. trial [Aic83b]. trials
[Gou83, ZB81]. triangular [Sko88, Sko89]. trimmed [JSV87, Sho89]. triple
[Bil85, CHT84]. triples [Bil85]. true [Gou83, HG86]. truncated
[BK86b, BM87, Jos82, Zel88]. truncation [BIB85, Hod88]. tumor [BD88].
tuples [Rok84]. Two [BN86, Bha84b, HM83, Hud83, Kub89, Mar87, Rüs85, Agr87, AC89, BGH84, BM84, BIB85, Bar82, BR86, BJV99, CW83, CP80, Das89, De 87, GK83a, GG86b, GK83b, GZ85, Gup85a, Hay82a, Hay82b, Hec87, Hud85, HJ81, Kag82, Kag86, Kos89, Lim88, Lon84, Maj86, MH84, Moh81, Mor84, Muk84, Nai82, Not85, Pei88, RG81, RF84, San81, Seb85b, SN85, SS85b, Sko88, Sko89, WR87]. two- [Gup85a]. two-associate
[Kag82, Kag86, Moh81]. two-class [Agr87]. two-level [Mor84]. Two-phase
[HM83]. two-sample [BJV89, HJ81, RG81, RF84, Sko88, Sko89]. two-sided
[CP80]. Two-stage [Kub89, Mar87, BR86, Muk84]. two-unit [De 87].
two-way [CW83, Das89, GG86b, MH84, Not85]. type
[AU89, Ang82, BN86, BH89, CS84a, CS80, EL86, Fed89, Gi85, Jac85, Jac89, LPY86, MB87, Moo84, NS87a, RM85, SAM84, Wu87]. types
[But85, VM83].

Uchida [Mie82]. UMVU [Kha84]. unavailability [BT87, Gho82]. unbalanced [CD83, Das89]. Unbiased
unbiasedness [Pra85, Rao81].


Unified [Kha80, DL80]. uniform [Bos86, CA85, DHK87, Mac83, Mör83, Pra85, RJDT83, Roy88, Roy89].


univariate [Wie88a]. universal [SM82]. universally [Hed84, Kra85, Yeh88]. Universite [Ano82k]. unknown [BK83, HM83, Muk84]. unstable [Cha89b].

upper [HG86]. upper-tail [HG86]. Use [MH84, SS85a]. used [BE88]. using [Alb85, AU89, CW83, CS80, Day85, FS89, GA85, Gov80, MW87, PL89, Seb82].

VA [Roh88]. vague [Goo87a]. valid [Fun82]. validity [BP88]. value [HSB86, Loh85]. values [Aic83a, Day85, Lo89]. variable [CP80, PL89].

variables [CC89, Cha86, GR85, GH88, Mus87, Rou88]. Variance [Hud85, BM84, BIB85, Cal86, CS89, CD83, Cli89, Das89, Flu89b, GD88, GLP84, GS87, GKB83b, GKM83, Gno87, Gup87, HM83, Kha82, Kos89, KC81, Muk82, Pei88, Sah80]. variances [BA82]. variates [RJDT83]. varieties [Gaf82]. various [Doc88, Sri86, VM83]. varying [CA83]. Vector [MW87, BK86a, Cha88b, Che83]. vectors [BT85]. versus [BK81, Jos88].

vertices [Fra80]. VI [But85, Kuw87]. via [Lin88, Man85]. view [DeG88]. viewed [Pou87]. Vol [Flu89b]. Volume [Ano80b, Ano81a, Ano82a, Ano83c, Ano84b, Ano84a, Ano85c, Ano87d, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano89c]. volumes [Ano84f, Ano88h]. VPI&SU [Roh88]. vs [Goo89b, Rao83].

wald [Kha81]. walk [SS83a, SK85]. walks [Nie86]. way [CD83, CW83, Das89, GG86b, Gup85a, MH84, Mik89, Not85, SS82b, Wie88b].


Worst-case [Tuz82].

x [Mie82]. Xanthan [PK83].

York [Ano80c, Flu89b, Mie82]. Yoshino [Mie82]. Youden [Ash81]. young [Ano86c].

Zürich [Ano82d].
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